Paulett Angella Hemmings State of Affairs
Brandon Pointe Town in the State of Brandon
Located in the Mount Zion States/Florida
October 28, 2020
SUBJECT: DeCrushtickle, tickle, tickle, tickle, tickle, tickle, tickle tickle, tickle, tickle, tickle 26
Times Above the 16th Thrilliant Degreesesz sesz, sesz, sesz, sesz, sesz, sesz, sesz, sesz, sesz,
sesz, sesz, sesz 26 Times - No.3 – The America Road that Leads to All Esistenceszzzzzzzz
Explosionszzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz & Corona Virus 2012 to 2019

Office of the Governor
New Mexico State Capitol
Fourth Floor
Santa Fe, NM 87501
Dear Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham, Greetings to you:

I AM PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS EARTH, THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL,
GLOURIOUSNESSESSESSEZZEZZ OVA DUMZZZZZZZZZZ (GOD). THIS EARTH AND
ALL EARTHSZ BELONG TO ME AN NO OTHA CAN SAY IT BELONG TO THEM.
NO ONE AN NO THING IS HIGHER THAN I AM. I AM THE MOST MIGHTY,
POWERFUL, AN FINAL CHREATOR OF LIFE, OVA ALL LIFE, OVA ALL BREATHING,
OVA ALL ESISTENCES AN AREA, AN OVA ALL DEATH, AN ANYTHING IN
BETWEEN AN AFTA. I AM THE CORPUS CHRISTIE, THE HEAD OF ALL
STATES/COUNTRY AN HEAD OF ALL COURT IN THIS EARTH, ALL EARTHSZZZZZZ,
ALL CHREATIONSZZZZZZ, AN ALL ESISTENCESZZZZZZ UNDA MY
AUTHORITIESZZZZZZ.
Beginning about March 2012 to November 2019, several America Federal government
leaders and employees including President Barak Obama, Michelle Obama, Mark Hatfield,
formerly of Department of Homeland Security/ Transportation Security Administration
(DHS/TSA), Senators, Congressmen and Congresswomen, Governors, Mayors, Government
Agency Leaders, government Secretaries, and many other business leaders, left this Natural
Earth Kingdumszzzz Chreationszzzz, Natural Natural Earth, Level 1, Elevation 1 and went
outside into many of the Chreator Chreations located into the Hemmings Sphere and other
spheres and other Esistences, into the Tur esistences and other devel esistences, and they
committed many unthinkable WICKED ACTS. There are many Trillians of Mark Hatfield
Everywhere.
What prompted them to go there. A number of these WICKED Devel leaders including
Mark Hatfield, a Tumble Tud, from the TerGeese devel areas wanted to do many things that they
are never to do. They wanted more power to lead, more power to gain access to areas and things
they must never do. They first asked other American leaders where they can get more
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power/energy and those they asked lead them to other WICKED devels outside this Earth. When
they went out of these Earths, they went into one of the Chreator Chreations, where they have a
large group of Chreator. They set up many things to tear down this area. Then many of them
from inside this Earth with their Air Force transport and spaceships, along with those from
outside this Earth went into the Chreator Chreations and tear it down and sucked out the
power/energy from the areas. They then disconnected many things, and they begin to take the
Chreators and remove their skin, hands, feet, dig out their belly, and they stored what they took
into their many transports. The first time, they did these WICKED ACTS, those from this
America area, did not have enough storage space for what they teef. So, some of the others
devels from outside this Earth, gave them other transportation with bigger space to use to
transport what they took to inside this Earth. These transports are not the types used in the
Country of America. After that time, they then went into many other Chreator areas and did the
same WICKED ACTS.
The first group from America, also told other devels inside America and more and more
wicked American devels joined them. The Americans into the Congress, the Senate, the politics,
the political parties, including those British colonial rulers that once fought/fight against the
American and decided from those thousands of years (based on the clock time) to stay in
America, and most of them formed the Democrat Party. Including are those from the Republican
party and those are the biggest, baddest, and worsest devel conquerers that ever fought/fight
against the British and took over from the British. The British Americans told those in their
leagues in Great Britain/United Kingdom (UK), about their exploits, and the British joined the
Americans in their WICKED ACTS.
The American devels, their friends, and those outside this Natural Earthsz, went deeper
and deeper into their WICKED ACTS, as they go deeper and deeper into the esistences far,
farther, and farthest away from this Earthsz. These wicked devels continued their raping of other
esistences, their raping of power/energy, and they do many types of raping of those they are
taking power and energy from including sexual raping (only insect do sex the right name is
“insex”). These Ameican Devels mutilated those they take power/energy from, and they mostly
leave those they destroyed backbones connected to their rib bones. The American devels and
those outside the Earthsz, they went into many areas that I have Chreated that no one know, is
not open, and is lock. Those in the Tur esistences took my lock Chreations and tear them away
from where I lock them. Then others take other parts of my Chreations and put where they can
get them. The American devels, their friends, and the others from outside the Earthsz went into
the tur areas and the other areas they have my belongings, and they took from what is not open.
The American leaders, their friends, and those from outside esistencies took those from
my locked Chreations, and they opened the areas and they take out those not open, and they take
their hand, head, foot, batty, belly, and all inside their belly. When they opened their belly and
look inside, they see others. They take them out and “born” them. Then they take from those they
born their hand, head, foot, batty, belly, all inside their belly, and they sucked out the
power/energy from the lock areas. Then they go deeper and deeper into their belly and deeper in
other not open areas and they connected one individual to another. They go into those not open
areas, and they take the transportations from the not open areas and go into other not open areas
and sucked out the energy/power and opened the many types of who I Chreate. The Americans
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continue getting more and more transport from those in outside areas to put what they are taking
from all the areas they go into. The Americans devels also take power and energy from the Tur
areas and take from the Tur leaders their hands, head, stomach, feet, and what is inside their
stomach. Since the year 2012, the American governments and politicians, and business leaders,
have so much power/energy, that they do not know what to do with them. They continued to do
many wicked and erratic devel acts and they used the power/energy to do what they are not ever
to do.
Some of the things the Americans do with this power and energy is to do wicked types of
killing with the use of drones. The government brings into the illegal devel military, the Devizio
from outside the Earthsz, and from the Ter and Tur esistences. The Devizio is a drone that looks
like a man. The DeVizio drone hands go from front to the back as it pushes the air from front to
back to move. The Devizio can be controlled by remote control. This is a wicked machine that
tears down anyone and anything. They also bring into this Earth the Jesus grinder drone. The
Jesus grinder is a drone that has a look of Jesus on the outside and it grinds and spins so fast that
you do not see that it is spinning and grinding. The Jesus grinder drone cuts through wood,
glass, fiberglass, and cuts quickly through synthetic concrete that are used in America to build
houses and buildings. The Jesus grinder can grind through anyone's body and destroy them. This
drone usually opens areas that are hard to get into and let the others go in to do wrongs. During
this summer, 2020 year, I saw on One America News Television (OAN) two Devisio they
featured on the news. I have a terrifying experience with drones about two years ago, while I was
in taking a shower, the Jesus grinder came into my shower by grinding through the shower glass
and attacked me in the shower. When I came out of the shower and was putting lotion on my
back, right on my shoulder where my hand can just barely reach was a fresh Burn that was not on
my skin before.
The Americans also bring into this Earth the Antisa devels that are from TerGeese,
TerrorGeese, Tuskegee, Arangua, Tur, TurGeese, and Corona areas of the Devels. Donald
Trump, the Make America Great Again, President, speaks about the America Antisa terror devels
during this year’s 2020 presidential debates and president discussions. The Antisa devels have
many different kinds of devel instruments and machines to destroy anyone and everywhere.
They have the Antisa fingers with eight big and long fingers, they used to cap our head and then
they dig deep down into our eardrum and control our head, ears, nerves, muscles, and joints.
They have the mobile Antisa that many devel workers from the Department of Homeland
Security wear that comes out their belly that they use to destroy our body and the Antisa also
destroys their inside. They have the machine Antisa that does many disasters to this Earth. The
Tur thud, stump, tump, trump, Duds have eight fingers and no toes, as they are the teefing kind
and the flying kinds that do not walk. The Tur use the plastic effigy with the toes to walk on our
ground. The Tur thud, stump, tump, trump, Duds, etc. are from the TerGeese areas.

Something happened to the Tuds and the others of their group, and they were remake and
put in a special area to be the gatekeepers. They must never let any of TerGeese and the others
from those areas to go into the area they are put to stay. If they let any of their other kinds in,
then the tud will be in the everlasting fires of the hells and much more punish for them. The Tur
thud, stump, tump, trump they let their own and others go into the areas they must not go into,
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and so they are cursed and they are the devels going into the everlasting fires of the Hells. They
are not alone as many others will go into the fires. Today, Donald Trump effigies have a mixture
of Tur, Ter, TerGeese, TerrorGeese, and other devels inside. Below is an example of how wrong
the machines and instruments the doctors use is, and how the makers of the machines and the
instruments they manipulate these things so they do not give accurate information.
Those in the Chreations areas, the Tur areas, and other areas they take their skin and body
from are not dead. I saw them with new head, new hands, new feet, and all of them are wrapped
up and stitched up from the neck to the ankle. They get many body parts that they use to put in
their belly and they get skin, head, and other parts for them. Some of the devel teef leave the
head and hands on a few of them and those destroyed like this are easier to put back. The
mutilated bodies of those they destroy are not dead. Even the Tur spirits that can die and dead
can still be restored.
Baby Mistakenly Declared Dead and Sent to Morgue Found Alive Six Hours Later
BY SAMANTHA LOCK ON 10/23/20 AT 11:13 AM EDT
A newborn baby declared dead after birth was sent to a morgue and placed in a refrigerator, only
to be found alive more than six hours later. The infant, born after just 23 weeks on Wednesday
morning in the city of Puebla, southeast of Mexico City, was thought by medics to be dead at
birth.
Medical personnel from La Margarita General Hospital informed the parents their baby
had died, allegedly sending the child to the morgue where it would remain in a refrigerator for
six hours, infobae reports. The parents were even allegedly handed the baby's death certificate as
they reportedly planned to hire funeral services. It wasn't until six hours later that staff from a
local funeral home said they realized the baby was alive.
Funeral Home director Miguel Ángel Flores of Funeraria Flores said he noticed the
newborn was crying and moving when staff went to collect the body from the morgue. "The
driver realized that the baby was alive, but I told him that he died at four and from four to ten,
the baby was refrigerated for six hours," Flores told Telediario televisión."When we got to
remove the body, we noticed that he began to cry and move," Flores continued.
"We told the father to come closer and he also saw that he was crying, so they brought
the doctor down, who is the one who made the death certificate." The delegation of the Mexican
Institute of Social Security (IMSS) issued a statement saying an investigation was underway to
determine who was responsible for the mistake. https://www.newsweek.com/baby-mistakenlydeclared-dead-sent-morgue-found-alive-six-hours-later-1541662
The many things used in the funeral home, the morgue, and other burial areas are not the
right things to use. The first thing is that they must never put any of us they said are dead or
killed into plastic bags they call body bags. It is a wicked thing to do and we are stifled inside the
bag. We are to drink the Mercury plant flowers and leaves that stops the pain. We are to rub the
strong mercury oil, mercury powder, and soak into the mercury oil and then cremate with the
cremation doner in an open round coal glass looking pan or bauxite aluminum pan with coal
glass at the top and the bottom so the heat does not Burn those opening it when it is done and
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they have a cooler that cools the cremation once it is done in the same area. The cooler is turned
on as it is open. Everyone is to see when their familee is being cremated, and they can carry with
them the air condition cooler that pins on to their clothing. No cremate must never ever do in
closed-door and must never ever give to any other to give to you. You must get your cremate,
and it must not weigh more than half of a pound, as it is powder and must not have wood, sticks,
or stones in it and not be heavy. Most of the funerary and the funeral home and morgues are run
by devels, and they take your body and body parts and put where they can use them. The
Coroner used to pronounce anyone dead, is a devel politician and not a doctor and not a
physician and not a nurse. Killing and deading is devel government tricks. That is because we do
not know who we are and we do not know the Sentrymenias/history. The devel governments
have our info, and they keep it and use it to destroy us, and they use our info for them.
The American government used the power and energy they teef from the chreations and
the many existences and they make many giganamous bombs. The devels Barak Obama
government, and Donald Trump government, the Senate, the Congress, the governors, the
mayors, the many government agencies leaders, the politicians, the many business leaders, and
others had so much power and energy, to the point that they were just wasting the power doing
many wickedness inside and outside the Earthsz, and they used many of these bombs to bomb
and explode many of my children and my properties in my existences outside this Earth. The
devels that put themselves in my Earth have continued to destroy my Chreations and non
Chreations, my Esistencies, the many Esistences an areas outside the Earthsz.
A few of the many wicked things that the American government has used the power and
energy they teef and the wicked tactics they used in the Chreations and other areas to teef their
power, energy and their body parts since the year 2012 to November 2019, are below: America
has been going into Mexico that is located at the border and doing their wicked acts there as you
read and understand from the news below.
Miami Police Shoot, Kill Man-Eating Another Man’s Face
May 26, 2012, · MIAMI (CBSMiami) – Miami police are still tight-lipped about
the man they shot and killed on the MacArthur Causeway Saturday afternoon, but new details
back claim they had no choice: the naked man they shot was trying to chew the face off another
naked man, and refused to obey police orders to stop his grisly meal, which one source now
claims included his victim’s nose and eyeballs.
This attack on the homeless man was not the work of any of my children. The police do
these wicked beastly attacks as most of them are devels from outside this Earth from far yonder
esistences that roam from area to area destroying, and they can be killed and they can die, as they
are spirits that are made in different ways than us. No individual of this Earth can chew the skin
of another individual and they cannot chew raw meat from animals either. Our teeth do not have
a razor or saw on them, only the devels have razor teeth and saw teeth, as they put them in their
mouth to do wicked things. https://miami.cbslocal.com/2012/05/26/miami-police-confrontationmen-l
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Journalist Jamal Khashoggi 'butchered while still alive', horrific audio of his murder allegedly
reveals. 17 Oct 2018 12:00 PM - Daily Mail. By: Sara Malm, Charlie Moore, and George Martin

Turkish police officers and Saudi staff confer outside the consulate in Istanbul.
Photo / AP
A source has claimed Jamal Khashoggi was butchered alive in a brutal seven-minute
execution after reportedly hearing audio of the missing journalist's horrifying last moments.
The anonymous source, who claimed to have heard a recording captured on Khashoggi's Apple
watch, said in an interview with Middle East Eye that Khashoggi was killed after entering the
Saudi consulate in Istanbul on October 2.
According to the source, the tape reveals that Khashoggi was dragged from the Consul
General's office to a table next door in a study where he was surgically dismembered.
Audio recording is said to have captured the missing journalist's dying screams before he was
"injected with an unknown drug" and fell silent. "There was no attempt to interrogate him. They
had come to kill him," the source said. The source also claimed that Khashoggi's screams had
been heard by witnesses downstairs as he was cut into pieces on the desk.
The news comes as Turkish police said earlier Tuesday they now have evidence missing
journalist Jamal Khashoggi was killed and cut into pieces inside the Saudi consulate in Istanbul.
A Turkish official confirmed to CNN late on Tuesday that police believe Khashoggi was brutally
dismembered, after a previous report in the New York Times shortly after his disappearance
made similar claims. Earlier on Tuesday Police claimed to have found "certain evidence" that
Khashoggi was killed inside the consulate before the Saudi consul made a sudden departure from
a Turkish airport. https://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/journalist-jamal-khashoggi-butcheredwhile-still-alive-horrific-audio-of-his-murder-allegedly-reveals
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Aug 08, 2020, the UN office of the high commissioner for human rights published its report last
June concluding that the state of Saudi Arabia was responsible for Khashoggi’s gruesome killing.
https://www.theguardian.com/football/2020/aug/08/2020
It is Donald Trump and the American government that is advising others in States or
countries they do not esist in. The Americans use the Antisa devels with the spinning fingernails
or the eight long fingers to jam down into the heads of anyone. Then they take over the brain and
the muscles and the nerves and they use many others that are hidden behind the
inkcondensescent covering, and no one can see them or hear them or feel them, and they commit
many wicked ACTs. Anyone can walk through the inkcondensescent and you do not know they
are there. The American Devels can make anyone seem to do wrong things that is not normal. It
is Donald Trump and the American government that killed journalist Jamal Khashoggi with the
same wicked tactics that they use in the outside Chreations areas, in the Tergeese esistences
outside these Earthsz Chreations. Donald Trump backed the Saudi government, because it was
his Donald Trump and America hit-man killing of Khashoggi that took place.
P O L I T I C S . 10/02/2020 05:45 am ET
American Republicans Protect Saudi Arabia on Anniversary of Jamal Khashoggi’s
Murder. GOP House members rejected a Democratic push for legislation to suspend some U.S.
support to the kingdom and protect vulnerable critics of its regime. By Akbar Shahid Ahmed.
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/republicans-khashoggi-trump-saudiarabia_n_5f76464ac5b6374c558b6097

It was not the Saudi Arabia government that did the killing, it was the American
Republican Government that killed him. Many Americans are in Saudi Arabia, as America
believes it is good for them to be everywhere, and especially as the Saudis have oil. Since the
year 2017, I have given the American TVs, the American radio stations, the American
Newspapers, and sent to international countries the information that I am here and that my
children all over my Earthsz must know. All the info that I published on my website should have
been given to everyone and the info would have prevented many wrong things from happening.
Therefore, the Saudi Arabian government should sue the American government and Donald
Trump for the wrongs they have caused. Saudia Arabia, you, like all my children do not know
who you is. Below are examples of the American skin cut off and body dismembered happening
continuously since early 2012.
Since the year 2017, I have given the American TVs, the American radio stations, the
American Newspapers, and sent to international countries the information that I am here and that
my children all over my Earthsz must know. All the info that I published on my website should
have been given to everyone and the info would have prevented many wrong things from
happening. Therefore, the Saudi Arabian government should sue the American government and
Donald Trump for the wrongs they have caused. Saudia Arabia, you, like all my children do not
know who you is.
In my many states, they call countries, there are many hundreds and thousands of
Americans on military bases and they do wicked things to my children living there. I have
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experienced the wicked things the American military does to Americans and others. I traveled
through Europe, and the American military attacked me. They shoot many poisonous things into
me, and they poisoned me. I ended up in the hospital foaming from the mouth and cannot stop
spitting. I did not have epilepsy. I was poisoned by the American government and the military.
They also have many others that did many wicked unbearable things to me while traveling, some
of those they used on me were my children who did not know me, as their brains are removed
from them, and the military and the government used them to push things through my body that
caused so much pain you cannot imagine. The Americans tear down my Chreations and take my
children and bring and put into the underground at the Pentagon working making silicone
implants and many other underhanded things. I know the details of my esperiences, and I know it
is the American government with many wicked things they have in their military bases doing
wickedness to everyone. Even while I was in the hospital, the military devels came in there, and
they destroyed my body. They tear out many things from my body, and they terrorized me in the
hospital. Below are examples of the American skin cut off and body dismembered happening
continuously since early 2012.

The Death of a 7-Year-Old Girl in Mexico Provokes New OUtrage,
by Kevin Sieff.
The country was already in the midst of a crisis of femicides. Then a seven-year-old girl
was found dead, her body mutilated. Fátima disappeared Feb. 11 in the Mexico City
neighborhood of Xochimilco, where she was waiting to be picked up from school. Four days
later, her body was found naked in a plastic bag. The killing is the latest in a string of brutal
crimes against girls and women stirring enormous public outrage directed at Mexico’s president
and other top officials. https://www.msn.com/en-au/news/world/the-death-of-a-7-year-old-girlin-mexico-provokes-new-outrage/ar-BB108r8A
Murdered Mexico City Girl Buried Amid the Grief, Outrage. By Peter Orsi
February 18, 2020.
MEXICO CITY (AP) — A 7-year-old Mexico City girl whose brutal murder has
generated national outrage was buried Tuesday as capital officials pledged to tighten rules for
children leaving government schools on their own. Fatima, who was seen on video leaving her
school on Feb. 11 with a woman who was not her mother and found days later dead and wrapped
in a plastic bag, was laid to rest in front of grieving relatives and neighbors on Mexico City’s
south side. Late Tuesday, Mexico City police said via Twitter that they had identified the woman
who walked off with the girl and searched a home where some of the girl’s things were found.
The girl’s funeral procession paused outside the door of the school where she was abducted. It
was plastered with hand-lettered signs demanding justice — “not one more, enough already “—
and one urging parents to pick their kids up punctually at 12:30 ”to prevent incidents.”
Her body was found abandoned in a rural area on Saturday.
By law, prosecutors don’t give the full name of victims. The abduction and killing of the
child came just days after Ingrid Escamilla, a young Mexico City resident, was allegedly
murdered by a boyfriend. The man, who has been arrested and purportedly confessed to killing
Escamilla with a knife, mutilated her body and flushed part of her corpse into the sewer. The
Mexican capital has seen a series of angry demonstrations over killings of women over the past
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few months, including several in which protesters have vandalized major monuments and
buildings. The killings have proved a politically difficult issue for President Andrés Manuel
López Obrador, who has sometimes complained that protests over the killings were an attempt to
distract attention from his social programs.
https://apnews.com/article/c08d71ab5f05d2376c36396613826784

Demonstrators in Ciudad Juarez, in the state of Chihuahua Ingrid Escamilla murder:
Mexican paper sparks outrage over pictures of mutilated body Ingrid Escamilla is the
latest high-profile case of violence against women in Mexico, which have sparked
widespread protests. Thursday 13 February 2020 05:58, UK
The brutal murder of a young woman in Mexico has sparked worldwide outrage after
pictures of her mutilated body appeared on the front page of a newspaper. Ingrid Escamilla was
found dead by officers at an apartment just north of the centre of Mexico City over the weekend,
with her body having been skinned and left without organs. UK charity Staying Put, which
works to protect victims of domestic abuse, tweeted: "The killing of Ingrid Escamilia is shocking
in its perverted brutality, but every deliberate murder of a woman should shock us and provoke a
response.The murder came amid heightened protests against violence towards women in Mexico,
with demonstrators setting government buildings on fire and spraying monuments with graffiti.
Marches have taken place in a number of Mexican cities, including the capital, with
recent years having seen an alarming spike in the rate of women being killed.
https://news.sky.com/story/ingrid-escamilla-murder-mexican-paper-sparks-outrage-overpictures-of-mutilated-body-11932409. Thursday 13 February 2020 05:58, UK
CNN News
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A 25-year-old Woman was Brutally Murdered and Skinned in Mexico. Then newspapers
published photos of the body By Rob Picheta and Natalie Gallón, CNN. Updated 11:28 AM ET,
Fri February 14, 2020
(CNN)The brutal killing and mutilation of a 25-year-old woman in Mexico has sparked
outrage and prompted calls for a change in the country's law, after several media outlets
published a leaked photograph of the victim's disfigured body on their front pages.
Authorities announced Sunday that police officers arrived at a home in Mexico City over the
weekend to find Ingrid Escamilla lifeless, with her body skinned and missing some of its organs
-- the latest incident in an ongoing string of violent crimes against women in Mexico.
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/13/americas/ingrid-escamilla-mexico-murder-case-scliintl/index.html

News

Soldiers at the farm in Tlajomulco. Jalisco search yields 20 mutilated bodies, three
captives The discovery was made at a safe house on a farm in Tlajomulco de Zúñiga
Published on Saturday, May 18, 2019
Military personnel have secured a safe house in Tlajomulco de Zúñiga, Jalisco, where
they found the remains of about 20 people.The soldiers also rescued three people who were
being held captive. The incident began when an army patrol spotted a man wearing handcuffs on
the side of the road in San Sebastián el Grande. He told the soldiers he had escaped from a
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nearby property where he was being held captive. When the patrol approached the property,
armed civilians began firing at them. After a firefight, the soldiers took control of the property.
Three individuals fled the scene in a pickup truck toward Santa Anita, also in the
municipality of Tlajomulco de Zúñiga, and three others were arrested. There were no casualties
in the operation. Soldiers found 18 plastic bags containing human remains on the farm where the
safe house was located, as well as 200-liter drums containing mutilated limbs, from which they
concluded that about 20 people could have been killed there. But state Attorney General Gerardo
Octavio Solís emphasized that the number of victims still cannot be conclusively stated. “We
can’t say with complete certainty the number of bodies that were found at this property,“ he said.
“But we’re working with forensic scientists to figure out how many deceased people could be
here.” https://mexiconewsdaily.com/news/jalisco-search-yields-20-mutilated-bodies/ Source: El
Financiero (sp), Animal Político (sp), La Jornada (sp)
Below is information you should know that esisted about the devel governments
operations inside my Earthsz. The events of devel wickedness esisted from time to time, and the
governments pretend they are not happening. The wicked things of the past the devels bring back
in our time, as you read below.
A Terrifying Abduction, a Curious Autopsy
UPDATED: FEB 3, 2020 ORIGINAL: JAN 10, 2020
A recount of an alleged incident of March 1956 involving Air Force sergeant
Jonathan P. Lovette, who was assisting Major William Cunningham in the White
Sands missile testing grounds near Holloman Air Force Base in New Mexico. While
searching for scattered debris from a recent rocket test, Cunningham was shocked
when he heard a loud scream. Thinking Lovette had perhaps been bitten by a snake,
English recounts Cunningham crossed the dune to aid his partner when he purportedly
witnessed one of the more bizarre human-extraterrestrial encounters.
Instead of finding Lovette nursing a snake bite, Cunningham, according to
English, recounted seeing the soldier being dragged by a long serpentine arm,
wrapped around his legs, connected to a silver disk hovering in the air 15 to 20 feet
away. Cunningham watched, frozen in horror, as Lovette was pulled inside the craft,
which then rose vertically into the sky. The major then stumbled toward his jeep and
radioed for assistance.
Security teams arrived and the disturbed Cunningham was confined to the base
hospital for observation and treatment after retelling what he believed he witnessed.
According to Joseph’s Military Encounters book, base personnel did confirm an
unidentified radar contact near Holloman at the time Lovette vanished. The base
dispatched search parties into the desert, but it would be three days before Lovette’s
nude corpse was discovered—some 10 miles from the site of the alleged abduction.
From all indications the body had been exposed to the elements for 24 to 48 hours.
According to English, the report offered no explanation of what might account for the
missing third day, and the autopsy performed on Lovette raised more questions than
delivered answers.
First question was: Why had Lovette’s corpse been so severely mutilated? His
tongue had been cut from the lower portion of the jaw, his eyes gouged out and his
anus removed. In the Air Force medical examination report pertaining to the incident,
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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English alleges that the coroner remarked on the apparent surgical skill used to
remove the organs—in particular that the anus and genitalia had been neatly extracted
like a plug. Perhaps most puzzling was the fact that the body had been completely
drained of blood, but surprisingly, there was no vascular collapse usually associated
with death by bleeding.
Though Grudge Reports 1 through 12 have been declassified, along with Report
14, no official mention or accounting of Report 13 exists. The Lovette/Cunningham
case remains unsubstantiated and no follow-up reports regarding the incident—if it in
fact did happen—are available.

The wider mutilation phenomenon BY
COLIN BERTRAM

A newspaper clipping found in the now declassified FBI documents from their
investigation into animal mutilations in the 1970s.
FBI
While easily disregarded as fiction, the alleged 1956 New Mexico incident
offers intriguing parallels to other reported mutilations both past and present. In 1988,
a body was allegedly found at the Guarapiranga Reservoir in Brazil. According to
reports, the victim had been dead for 48 to 72 hours, but there was no sign of
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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decomposition. The eyes, ears, tongue and genitalia had been removed, as had the
digestive organs. Officials were never able to identify the victim.
Widespread reports of livestock mutilation also contain similar details. Since
the early 1970s, incidents of mutilated cattle, sheep, horses, rabbits, deer, bison and
elk have been recorded, with the bloodless corpses often lacking jaw flesh, eyes, ears,
tongue, lymph nodes and genitalia. In 2009, The Denver Post reported four calves
were found mutilated in similar ways. NPR reported on a 2019 incident in Colorado in
which five young purebred bulls mysteriously showed up dead, drained of blood and
with body parts cleanly excised.
“A lot of people lean toward the aliens,” Harney County Sherriff’s Deputy Dan
Jenkins told NPR. “One caller told us to look for basically a depression under the
carcass. ‘Cause he said that the alien ships will kinda beam the cow up and do
whatever they are going to do with it. Then they just drop from a great height.”
So numerous did reports of cattle mutilation become in western and midwestern
states in the 1970s that the FBI was asked to step in and investigate. But according to
now declassified documents, they were unable to properly perform the task due
to jurisdictional issues.
No official answer has ever been given to these strange and unsettling
incidents, and they remain unsolved. https://www.history.com/news/ufos-aliensanimal-human-mutilation-lovette-cunningham
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A Terrifying Abduction, a Curious Autopsy

An undated photograph outside the Holloman Air Force Base in New Mexico, around
where the incident occurred.San Diego Air and Space Museum Archive/Flickr
Creative Commons. My Purgatory Years/Getty Images

The Dark Connection Between UFOs and Grisly Mutilations
UPDATED: FEB 3, 2020 ORIGINAL: JAN 10, 2020
One of the most shocking cases involved an Air Force sargeant allegedly abducted by a
saucer-like aircraft. The details are both grisly and strangely surgical: corpses found
under the open sky with their eyes plucked out, tongues removed and private parts
excised—all extracted with the utmost precision and leaving not a drop of blood.
Reports of such unexplained mutilations, carried out on both humans and
animals, have baffled investigators for decades, leading to speculation about whether
the perpetrators might be otherworldly beings conducting biological experiments on
earth’s inhabitants. While scores of reports have emerged from U.S. western and
midwestern states detailing mysterious bloodless animal mutilations, human cases
have been far less common—and often much sketchier in their documentation.
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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The Enigmatic ‘Project Grudge Report No. 13’
One of the most shocking cases, the Lovette-Cunningham incident, involves an
American Air Force sargeant allegedly abducted by a saucer-like aircraft, after which
his cleanly mutilated body was found in the New Mexico desert. In ufology circles,
reports have circulated that the case was studied by Project Grudge, one of the earliest
U.S. Air Force programs tasked with investigating sightings of unidentified flying
objects in the years after World War II. (Project Grudge was a short-lived precursor to
the better known Project Blue Book, which ran from 1951 to 1969, many documents
from which are now declassified.) The result of the Air Force investigation into the
purported abduction was allegedly a 600-page document labeled “Project Grudge
Report 13.”
Problem is, no official information on Report 13 exists and the U.S.
government denies its very existence, so its details are known only from second-hand
sources who claim to have seen and analyzed the document. One account came from
controversial conspiracy theorist William Cooper (1943–2001), who asserts he was
tasked with analyzing an annotated version of Grudge Report 13 in the early 1970s.
The other came from William English, a former Green Beret captain who says he too
was asked to analyze the document, while assigned to a U.S. security service at a
former Royal Air Force base in Chicksands, England. https://www.history.com/news/littlegreen-men-origins-aliens-hopkinsville-kelly

THIS Image from J. Allen Hynek Center for UFO Studies FLYING SHHCOLIN
BERTRAM
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This flying saucer picture above looks similar to those I Chreated for my children who do
not live in this Earth. The devels like the flying saucers, as they learned to reduce them to
miniature and minuscule objects, and they can pack themselves into my children's air transport.
The devels like to use them to do many wicked things. If you do not know to put olive oil on
your foot bottom, if they get into your house, you can feel them into your foot bottom and under
your toes. The devels deliberately open your house and your community and come in with my
children in them who this air transport belongs to. These flying saucers were designed for my
children for specific reasons and many Chreators have theirs also. I have experienced the devels
opening my community and coming into my house, and I see that they were flying saucers
terrorizing me. Then I feel them under my foot and under my toes. It is good to wear house
slippers to protect your foot bottom. If you do not know that you is to boil the vegetable leaves
then pour in your bathtub and add hot water, no soap, no shampoo, only relax and soak all over
including your ears. Open your eyes, so they get wash out. Then use a pumice stone to scrub
your foot bottom and use a wash rag to gently rub your skin. Do not rinse off. If your foot bottom
does not have protection, they will stick them into your foot bottom and then go into your body
and doing harm you cannot imagine.
Flying saucers and UFO happened. There are many things that the wicked devels take
into this Earth. You get exposed to foreign objects, and you do not know how to take care of
your body or your house. The best thing to do is to use the insect spray all over and to wipe the
floors and the rugs with the juice from the plant leaves or white rice water. It is good to use pine
cleaners for counters and floor cleaners for your house, as the pine has good protection. You can
also boil the leaves from the pine head and use it to clean your house, and even pour some into
your washing and rinsing water when you clean your clothes.

The American Barak Obama, his wife Michelle Obama, many governors, many mayors,
many politicians, many businessmen, and women along with Mark Hatfield, of Department of
Homeland Security, they mutilated me, and that tear down my Chreations and many were
washed away and overturned between December 2012 to January 2013. There was also
blackness in many parts of the Chreations when they destroyed me. As I passed through some of
the areas, I continued to see many areas that are tied up and still falling from time to time that
was destroyed when the Americans devels opened me between December 2012 to January 2013.
Damm and Blass are what you do to huge rocks for them to become rubble and to be used as
stones. When you damm and blass devels they are no more.
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Mark Hatfield/
George Washington
Marcus Garvey

George Washington
Sharpton

Jo Biden

Alfred Charles

Mark O. Hatfield, Jr. is the Assistant Aviation Director and Chief Security Officer in charge of
public safety and security for Miami International Airport (MIA) and Miami-Dade County
George Washington was an American political leader, military general, statesman, and Founding
Father who served as the first president of the United States from 1789 to 1797
Joseph Robinette Biden Jr. is an American politician who served as the 47th vice president of the
United States in the Obama administration from 2009 to 2017.
Alfred Charles Sharpton Jr. is an American civil rights activist, Baptist minister, talk show host
and politician. Sharpton is the founder of the National Action Network.

Above are a few of the many faces of George Washington from one time period to now
I talked to George Washington recently, and he asked me if I saw that his nose is twisted and
dropping off. I told him it is because he exploded everything and everyone and Rubbed us all off
from all esistence. I told Washington that it is him who did it. Then Washington connected to
Mark Hatfield, and he began to trace his steps, and you wouldn’t believe the many body parts
attached to Mark Hatfield and the many bloods running all over, and the many tripe or intestines
that were all connected from 2012 to November 2019. Then while George Washington traced
faster he was led into a black golf of emptiness that Hatfield went through in transport he must
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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never be in, and those areas were not for him to go in. I left Washington there searching and
went to do other things, when I connected back to him, he was in shock as he kept saying
Markus, Why did you do this, Markus, Why did you open them? You cannot want to open
Chreators and you cannot open them.
America Stepped Into Russia With their Long Boots/Long up Magic Shoes.
This year 2020, I saw Americans wearing the long boots/long up magic shoes and they
stepped straight from America straight into Russia with one step. The Americans were on top of
a hill with many trees and bushes around. Then I saw that there were many Americans in the area
working and some were working underground, and they walk through a hole we could see open.
The Americans were making explosives, I do not know what kind. However, they were using
Russians machines and Russians bomb cases that have Russia info on it. I also saw the
Americans wearing some effigies that looks like President Putin. The shell of the effigies were
very thick and inside was very hollow. The head top of the effigies was open, and I could see
down into the top of the effigie shell. What I saw was the devel baby with the bald head inside
the effigies. I couldn’t see any deeper, but I recognized the devel babies head that the devels in
America, British and outside the Earth has inside of them, as the time come for the devel babies
to appear in them. The devel babies are them, and the babies can talk about their devel history.
Many of these devels have many thousands of devel babies inside of them, and the devel babies
go from normal size to miniature size. The devel babies do not wear clothes or shoes and the
devel babies are on fire like America Donald Trump and Prince Charles of British that is on fire.
I asked the Americans why they are in Russia doing what they were doing. They told me that
they bombed and destroyed everyone and everything. Therefore, as they are the Corona they are
destroying. Donald Trump, did you send Americans into Russia to use Russian things and then
put it on Putin?

Nobody and no thing should misrepresent or change any of my information in all these
docs at any time. Do not say what I did not say, and do not use semantics in the knowledge I
AM sharing. Politicians can never, ever, ever, ever, ever use my info for their own purpose; they
can only do what I command them to do. Everything I write, I say in the best ways I can under
devel federal governments and the devel state government terror and torture in my life. I Damm
and Blass all wicked, I cut and cross cross all wicked, I Damm and Blass all wicked, I cut and
cross cross all wicked. I Damm and Blass all wicked, I cut and cross cross all wicked, I Damm
and Blass all wicked, I cut and cross cross all wicked 26 Times.
All these documents must be distributed to all states/counties/countries,
businesses/commerce, municipals, schools, organizations, governments, banks, colleges,
libraries, United Nations, morgues, hospitals, nursing homes, churches, mosques, temples, all
religious places, embassies, consulates, missions, TVs, radios, newspapers, internet sources, etc.
New Mexico State Governor’s Office employees are to inform the public about the website
address and to distribute this document, so the public and all my children can get it. Go to
naturalearthforall.com for more information about your history and info you need to know. You
can also go to http://www.facebook.com/naturalearthforall to also get the info that you must
know.
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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These documents must be shared with friends, family, and put in the National gazettes,
State gazettes, City gazettes, Town gazettes, Municipal gazettes, State Journals, and other
Journals. The website is http://www.naturalearthforall.com and you can find your info there.
There is also a http://www.facebook.com/naturalearthforall site with other information. This info
must also be put in the National Registry, Register, National Archives, Records Management,
Registrar Generals and similar registry.

Yours Truly,

Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTHSZZZZ KINGDUMSZZZZ, PHD
Gloriousnessessessezzezz OVA Dumszzzzzzzzzz (GOD)
The Black Madonna
The Madonna
The Maduuza Zuna Zuna Zunga Zunga
The Madungazzzz
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